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ABSTRACT: 

 

In the traditional cultural relics splicing process, in order to identify the correct spatial location of the cultural relics debris, experts 

need to manually splice the existing debris. The repeated contact between debris can easily cause secondary damage to the cultural 

relics. In this paper, the application process of 3D model of cultural relic in virtual restoration is put forward, and the relevant 

processes and ideas are verified with the example of Terracotta Warriors data. Through the combination of traditional cultural relics 

restoration methods and computer virtual reality technology, virtual restoration of high-precision 3D models of cultural relics can 

provide a scientific reference for virtual restoration, avoiding the secondary damage to the cultural relics caused by improper 

restoration. The efficiency and safety of the preservation and restoration of cultural relics have been improved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Cultural relics are relics and remains of historical, artistic, and 

scientific value created by the human wisdom and labor in the 

development and evolution of the historical society. They are 

numerous in number, rich in variety, and diverse in texture. 

They represent the cultural and wisdom of a nation, is the 

symbol of the development level and trend of different 

historical periods of economic and political, science and 

technology and culture, and provide a reliable basis and very 

precious material for modern people to understand and study 

history. Due to human activities, environmental changes, 

natural disasters, protection and other reasons, a large number 

of cultural relics are rapidly disappearing and damaged in an 

irreversible manner. Therefore, applying modern science and 

technology to effectively inherit and protect precious cultural 

relics have made human civilization better, has become a 

common problem that human society must face. (Fabio, 2010; 

Anna, 2012; Andrey, 2014; Shan, 2017) 

In the archaeological excavation, every site will unearthed a 

large number of fragmented and broken cultural relics. For 

workers to complete the restoration of cultural relics, they often 

need to do a series of cumbersome and complicated manual 

repair procedures such as recording, numbering, storing, 

measuring, analyzing, comparing, drawing, and assembling. 

Because the human eye and brain often show poor recognition 

and memory when dealing with large amounts of data, when 

there are many fragments or their shapes are complex and varied, 

even professional cultural relics workers with rich cultural relics 

restoration experience, it is difficult to accurately determine the 

adjacency relationship between fragments. At the same time, a 

series of operations in manual repair can not avoid frequent 

contact and friction with cultural relics. It is easy to cause 

secondary damage to cultural relics while there is a certain 

damage in the artifacts. Traditional technical means can no 

longer provide effective scientific support for the preservation 

and restoration of cultural relics. (Li, 2017) 

Therefore, how to use new technologies to provide accurate, 

detailed, scientific data and support for cultural relics protection 

has become a major demand for cultural relics protection in 

recent years. With the development of technologies such as 

digital photogrammetry, laser scanning, 3D model and 

visualization, digital preservation of cultural relics has become 

an important scientific research direction all over the world. 

Scholars at home and abroad have obtained certain research 

achievements and related accumulation in the preservation of 

cultural relics, such as 3D information preservation, high-

precision 3D modeling, and so on, making it possible to 

digitally protect relevant cultural relics based on high-precision 

3D models. (Koller, 2006; Lucia, 2013; Andrey, 2014;  Cemoli, 

2017; Huang, 2007; Zhang, 2007; Yang, 2012; Hou, 2015) 

Combined with traditional cultural relics restoration method and 

virtual reality technology can provide a scientific reference for 

restoration work, solve the difficult problem of cultural relic 

debris, to avoid improper repair cause secondary damage to 

cultural relics. (Chalmoviansky, 2003; Noorudin, 2003; Ju, 

2004; Yu, 2005; Fabio, 2010; Anestis, 2011; Anna, 2012; 

Lerones, 2014; Pan, 2003; Zhou, 2014; Liu, 2017; Zhang, 2017) 

The virtual restoration of cultural relics provides an effective 

auxiliary means for the research, restoration and Archaeology of 

cultural relics, which is an important embodiment of the role of 

information technology in understanding ancient cultures.  
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2. METHOD AND PROCESS  

2.1 3D Model Application of Cultural Relics  

The digital information retention of 3D information is a method 

to study the rapid acquisition of the spatial coordinate of the 

surface and to obtain the 3D digital model of the object. In the 

1990s, 3D laser scanning technology provided a new 

technological means for the acquisition of spatial 3D 

information, it overcomes the limitations of traditional 

measurement techniques and uses non-contact, active 

measurement methods to acquire a large number of high-

precision 3D coordinates. It can perform surface scanning on 

any visible object and is not limited by day and night. It can 

quickly convert the real-world spatial information into 3D data 

that can be easily processed by computers. 

With the development of 3D scanning technology, the accuracy 

and speed of scanning data have been greatly improved, and the 

instrument and equipment are more and more portable. 

Therefore, 3D scanning technology has been extended from 

traditional industry to the field of cultural relics protection. 

Using this technology, the cultural relics are scanned to obtain 

massive point cloud data on the surface of the cultural relics. 

After the pre-processing of the point cloud data, such as noise 

reduction, etc., the cultural relics can be generated in 3D lines, 

surfaces, and body shapes. Based on the detailed modeling of 

point cloud data, comprehensive application of cultural relics 

protection can be further carried out, such as analysis, 

simulation, monitoring, simulation, virtual reality and so on. 

(Figure 1) 
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Figure 1 General working process of three dimensional 

digitalization of cultural relics 

 

The most widely used 3D model of cultural relics in the 

protection of cultural relics is to build up 3D digital models of 

all kinds of cultural relics by advanced laser scanning 

technology, digitally record and preserve the cultural relics. 

Since the data obtained from the 3D scanning is the most 

original accurate size data of cultural relics, the length and area 

of any position can be measured in the model, and also can 

understand the geometric characteristics of the cultural relics 

and the damage of the disease in an all-round way. And the 

non-contact of the scanning mode makes it impossible to cause 

secondary damage to the original when acquiring data. 

Therefore, 3D model built by 3D laser scanning data can be 

used for virtual restoration of cultural relics through 3D 

processing software, and according to the effect of virtual 

restoration, it will provide reference and guidance for cultural 

experts to formulate a practical restoration plan. Taking 

Mausoleum of the First Qin Emperor Terracotta Warriors 

restoration project as an example.  

The introduction of digitalized technology in the protection of 

cultural relics is a technological revolution in the field of 

cultural relics protection, which will change the traditional 

technology and means of cultural relics protection, and even 

affect the way of thinking and workflow of archaeologists. The 

emergence of 3D digital protection technology for cultural 

relics has opened up a new direction for the protection of 

cultural relics. The application of the technology in surveying 

and mapping in the cultural relics can not only obtain the 

surface data quickly and accurately, but also does not need to 

contact the body of the cultural relics in the scanning process, 

and will not cause secondary damage to cultural relics. This 

technology has greatly changed the method of surveying and 

mapping cultural relics. It provides a complete spatial 

information base for the establishment of a comprehensive 

system for the protection of cultural relics. 

 

2.2 Process of Virtual Restoration 

In the traditional cultural relics splicing process, in order to 

identify the correct spatial location of cultural relics, cultural 

relics experts often attempt to attempt to splice multiple pieces 

of existing cultural relics. A great deal of contact can easily 

cause secondary damage to the cultural relics. When the 

Terracotta Warriors pottery were unearthed, the surface is 

painted texture, so excessive contact between the debris will 

cause painted shedding, peeling and other phenomena. The 

virtual restoration based on the 3D model of Terracotta 

Warriors can avoid secondary irreversible damage caused by 

repeated comparison and splicing debris during the actual repair 

process. (Figure 2) 
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Figure 2. Virtual restoration flow of Terracotta Warriors 

 

The damaged surface of the Terracotta Warriors debris are 

characterized by high noise, non-smooth and so on. In space 

geometry, the curvature with translational rotation invariance 

can describe the essential characteristics of the surface. The 

multi-scale feature quantity defined by the model's vertex local 

neighborhood integral not only weakens the influence of noise 

when describing the curvature, but also is more robust than the 

micro component. The extraction method is presented 

significant geometric feature discretization artifacts adjacency 

matrix constructed by integral coordinates based on vertex 

expansion algorithm, cluster analysis was performed on all 

vertices integral invariant values, using integral invariants of 3D 

model feature extraction was Terracotta Army. Therefore, a 
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method for extracting the significant geometric features of the 

discrete coordinate of the cultural relics based on the adjacency 

matrix is proposed. The vertex expansion search algorithm is 

used to cluster analysis the values of all vertex integral 

invariants of the model, using the integral invariant to extract 

the significant features of the Terracotta Warriors 3D model. 

The extension search is performed through the topological 

relations among adjacency matrix vertexes. If a vertex searches 

for similar points in its neighborhood, it continues to expand 

outwards, and gradually expands from feature points to feature 

lines and feature planes. On the other hand, if the same point is 

not searched in a certain neighborhood, the point can be 

identified as a significant feature point. Finally, the geometric 

features such as feature points, feature lines, and feature 

surfaces are generated. 

The characteristics of most of the existing measure of model 

similarity matching algorithm is directly based on the feature 

points, that is, calculating some local geometric features of 

vertices and extracting feature vertices as feature points, and 

then looking for the similarity points among the model surface 

in a given model library, and finally similarity measures are 

made by measuring the matching degree of similarity points. 

However, the fracture surface of Terracotta Warriors debris 

model is relatively complex, and the number of vertex pairs 

with similar neighborhood information is huge. For a certain 

vertex, there is only one true matching point on the surface of 

the other model, and the rest are false matching points. The 

search space domain is very large when there is an optimal 

matching, and the speed and accuracy of the matching are 

greatly affected. Combining the extracted geometric features 

(points, lines, planes), it is clear that this contains more 

information than the neighborhood information of a single 

feature point. In order to achieve the similarity calculation of 

3D models of cultural objects based on significant geometric 

features, based on independent component analysis and multi-

layer local ICP algorithm, the model similarity of several feature 

levels was obtained, and weighted by RMS and multiple factors. 

The similarity calculation results are corrected to obtain the 

final result of similarity. (Figure 3) it is more reliable to carry 

out model similarity with significant geometric features, and can 

achieve partial matching. 
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Figure 3. Similarity calculation of 3D model of debris based on 

significant geometric features 

 

3. VIRTUAL RESTORATION BASED ON 3D MODEL 

3.1 Experimental Data and Processing 

The Terracotta Warriors, known as the "eighth wonder of the 

world" were discovered in the east of the Qin Shihuang 

Mausoleum in the foothills of Mount Li in Xi'an in 1974. 

During the excavation work of the Qin Shi Huang Mausoleum, 

most have been broken into different sizes, different shapes of 

pottery pieces, rarely complete pottery unearthed. (Figure 4) 

 
Figure 4. The excavation site of Terracotta Warriors 

 

Therefore, how to manage and protect a large number of 

unearthed Terracotta pottery pieces and provide important data 

and theoretical support for the research and actual restoration 

work of the Terracotta Warriors is an important issue that 

archeologists urgently need to solve at this stage. 

In this project, Hexagon's hand-held articulated arm 3D laser 

scanner was used to perform for the G11-33 figurines cultural 

relics debris unearthed in Pit No.1 of the Terracotta Warriors of 

Qin Shihuang Mausoleum, and acquire high precision real 

information of a large number of terracotta pottery. (Figure 5) 

 

Figure 5. 3D laser scanning of the Terracotta Warriors debris 

 

Due to the precision error and human disturbance of the digital 

equipment, the acquired 3D data inevitably contains some noise, 

the original features of the model are blurred, lost, or even 

distorted, and the presence of noise is not conducive to 

subsequent operations such as virtual restoration of the model, 

the first to point clouds denoising. High precision 3D laser 

scanner to scan the data acquisition model will produce 

redundant data, and too large will reduce the efficiency of 

subsequent model processing and increase the complexity of 

virtual repair operations. Therefore, it is necessary to maintain a 

model of the original shape and the main features, the model is 

simplified. Figure 6 is the use of the point cloud data and digital 

images have been obtained on the Terracotta Film (No. G11-33 

head figurines) carried out three-dimensional model of the true 

color of the head to achieve digital preservation of the 

unearthed cultural relics. 
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(a)                             (b)                              (c) 

Figure 6. No. G11-33 the digital preservation of the head of the 

Terracotta Warriors 

(a) Point cloud model; (b) Triangulation model; (c) True color 

model 

 

After constructing a fine 3D model, the 3D model of the 

Terracotta Warriors is extracted using the integral invariant to 

extract significant features and expand the search through the 

topological relationship among the adjacency matrix vertices, 

generating characteristic features such as feature points, feature 

lines, and feature planes. Figure 7 shows the results of the 

significant feature extraction of the G11-33 Terracotta Warriors 

shoes debris model, which is marked in red and blue. 

 

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of significant geometric features 

 

3.2 Construction of Debris Splicing Software  

In the traditional restoration and splicing process of the 

Terracotta Warriors debris, the space location of the debris is 

determined by manually and repeatedly trying to pair each other. 

In order to improve the stitching speed and accuracy, the repair 

staff will classify the excavated debris in advance before 

stitching. Even so, it takes at least 3~5 months for a full spell of 

Terracotta Warriors. It not only takes time and effort, but also 

the debris is contacted several times during the process of 

determining the mutual relations, and the surface of the painted 

texture will also be shed and peeled. Based on this proposal, a 

3D model splicing software for the Terracotta Warriors debris is 

constructed, unearthed pottery fine 3D model of the current 

access, due to the difference in the size of the debris, the size of 

the 3D model data will also be different. So most of the 

Splicing repair software is facing with how to simplify the 

model data but retains its significant feature information to 

ensure that subsequent matching can be achieved. 

Therefore, based on the 3D model of high-precision orthophoto 

and sub-millimeter fine-grained artifacts excavated from the 

Terracotta Warriors, the process of virtual stitching for multi-

layered cultural relics in rough fine stitching was studied, and a 

practical and efficient 3D stitching software system was 

developed to realize cultural relics. The splicing of debris and 

visualization of the virtual restoration of cultural relics ensure 

the scientificity and rigor of the restoration of cultural relics. 

The process of virtual splicing of multi-level cultural debris is 

to first import the refined 3D model of sherds into the self-

developed 3D splicing recovery software, and then introduce 

the domain expert’s prior knowledge to assist the computer to 

identify and number the unearthed sherd classification (for 

example, Pieces with armor straps and nails are armor pieces; 

relatively smooth pieces may be parts of the shirt; more 

prominent features such as head, arms, legs, shoes, etc.). 

After classifying and identifying the debris, we use the mosaic 

algorithm based on the extraction of significant geometric 

features to complete the "roughly splicing" in the self-developed 

software, forming a general outline area of Terracotta Warriors. 

After the combination of human and machine, by manually 

picking the unclassified marks and the debris that were not 

identified in the “rough stitching” and then splicing in the 

contour area already formed, they try each other, that is, “fine 

stitching”, and finally get accurate. After the completion of the 

whole, the digital 3D model of the Terracotta Warriors, which 

determines the spatial relationship among all the debris, can be 

obtained. (Figure 8). The restoration workers can quickly and 

efficiently repair the terracotta warriors and horses based on the 

debris number in the actual splicing work, and at the same time 

reduce the secondary damage caused by repeated attempts to 

split the terracotta debris. 
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(b)  

Figure 8. 3D model stitching software 

(a) The development and workflow of the system; (b) Display of 

interface and splicing effect 

 

The successful solution of this problem will open up new 

applications of pattern recognition and promote the 

development of digital image processing, pattern recognition, 

AI and other fields, and will also be applied to new fields in the 

future. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the application process of 3D model of cultural 

relic in virtual restoration is put forward, and the relevant 

processes and ideas are verified with the example of Terracotta 

Warriors data. There are two main tasks: 1. A method for 

extracting significant geometric features based on integral 

invariants is proposed and used to measure feature similarity for 

of the model; 2. and based on the high precision of Mausoleum 

of the First Qin Emperor Terracotta Army unearthed pottery 

orthophoto and fine 3D model. Research on the process of 

virtual stitching of multi-level cultural relic debris with rough 

stitching and fine stitching, and development of efficient 3D 

stitching software system. The virtual restoration technology 

combined with traditional cultural relics restoration method and 

virtual reality technology can provide a scientific reference for 

restoration work, solve the difficult problem of cultural relic 

debris, to avoid improper repair cause secondary damage to 

cultural relics, provide scientific and technological support for 

the restoration of cultural relics, improve the efficiency and 

safety of cultural relics protection and restoration, has strong 

theoretical and application value. 
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